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THECO 'VISION
F •. STATE GO RN

TheCommissi9n on Reform and Efficiency envisions a Minnes()~a state government that
is mission driven, oriented toward quality outcomes, efficient, responsive to clients, and
respectful ofall stakeholders. These goals are defined below.

Mission driven
State government wlll have cleady definedp\lrpOSes and internal organizational structures
that support the achievement of those aims.

Oriented toward quality (mtcomes
State>government will provide qualityservicc,~. It will focus its human, technical, and
financial.resO\lrceson producing measllrable results. Success will be measured hy actual
outcomeS rather than procc,<;sesperformed .01' dollars spent.

Efficient
State .gqvernment will be cost-conscioIIS. It will be organized so that outcomes are
achieved with the least amount of input. Structures witl he flexible and responsive to
changestn the social, economic, and technological environments. TheI'e will be minimal
duplication of services andadequ<tte communication between units. Competition will be
fostered. Appropriatodelivery mechanisms will be used .

.Res})onsive to clients
State government services will be designed with the customer in mind. Services will be
accessible, located conveniently, and provided in a timely manner, and customers will
clearly lmderstand legal requirements. Bmpl()yees will be rewal'ded foI' being responsive
and respectful. Bureaucratic approvals and forms wlll be minimized.

Respectful of stakeholders
State government will be sensitive to the needs oraB stahlholders in providing services.
It will recognize the importance of respecting and cultivating employees. It will foster
cooperative relationships with local units of government, and nonprofit and business
sectors. It wiU provide servl.ces in the spititofassisting individual clients and serving the
broader public hltel'est.

- Feb. 27, 1992
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

T he state's half-<:entury-old personnel
. system was designed as a bureaucrat
ic process to ensure stability and stan

dardization at a time when government was
characterized by political patronage and in
equitably applied personnel policies. Since the
1939 founding of this system, state govern
ment and the economic, social, and political
environments that shape it have changed dra
matically. Minnesota's management of its
human resources, however, has remained
essentially the same, resulting in a system that
is too complex and unresponsive to meet the
needs ofgovernment and the people it serves.

In the spring of 1992, the Commission on
Reform and Efficiency (CORE) joined with
the Minnesota Department ofEmployee Rela
tions (DOER), which administers the state's
human resources system, to study the system
and develop recommendations for its reform.

To identify problems and shortcomings in the
system, CORE and DOER met with hun
dreds of stakeholders, including agency
managers, personnel directors, line employ
ees, union representatives, applicant advocacy
group representatives, deputy commissioners,
legislators, and legislative staff. CORE also
consulted external human resources profes
sionals and academics and researched human
resources trends and innovations to develop
recommendations that incorporate the best
principles and practices from both the public
and private sectors.

The CORE recommendations focus on four
Iruljor areas of the human resources system:
hiring and deployment, classification and
compensation, performance management, and
training and development.

If implemented, these recommendations
would create:

• A hiring and deployment system that re
sponds efficiently and fairly to the·needs
of the state and its agencies.

• A job classification system that responds
to changes in work and the workplace.

• A compensation system that rewards
employees for their knowledge, skills, and
performance.

• A performance management system that
incorporates citizen feedback and fosters
employee development.

• An approach to training and development
that is clearly linked to organizational
goals and customer service.

CORE's recommendations would accomplish
these goals by: increasing employee and man
agement accountability; creating a culture of
quality and responsiveness; decentralizing
many decision-making responsibilities to
agencies; increasing system flexibility and
adaptability; and reinforcing the values of
investing in and developing state
government's most important resource, its
employees.

The implementation of these recommenda
tions would preserve the principles of fair
ness, equity, and access while giving state
employees and agencies the tools and support
they need to provide the best service to the
people of Minnesota.



P
eople seIVing people. That's what
government is all about. One of the
best ways to improve state govern

ment is to improve the human resources
management system through which thepeople
who deliver the services are employed and
supported. This report provides a framework
for doing that.

More than 50 years ago, Minnesota devel
oped a civil service system that guaranteed
that all citizens had equal access to state jobs
and that state workers were fuirly compensat
ed. This system served the state well, but as
resources have shrunk and demands have
increased, it has become, in many ways, a
shackle on the state's ability to meet the needs
of its citizens. People both inside and outside
of state government find this system frustrat
ing and inflexible, too complex and ineffi
cient. It is time to chart a new course for
human resources management.

In the spring of 1992,the Commission on
Reform and Efficiency (CORE) joined with
the Department of Employee Relations (DO
ER), which administers the state's human
resources system, to launch the Human
Resources Management Project. This endeav
or has produced a comprehensive set of
recommendations, summarized in this report,
for shaping the state's personnel policies and
processes into a single, integrated human
resources management system that will pre
serve the principles of access, fairness, and
equity while offering the flexibility and re
sponsiveness needed to provide efficient,
effective government services.

The recommendations cover four areas of the
human resources system:
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• how employees are hired and deployed

• how jobs are classified and compensation
is determined

• how employee performance is managed

• how employees are trained and developed

The recommendations do not call for totally
eliminating the present human resources
system. They do, however, call for dramati
cally reforming it to be simpler, more cost
effective and efficient, and better able to carry
the state into the twenty-first century.

While these recommendations were prepared
with the executive branch in mind, CORE
believes that the judicial and legislative
branches would benefit from implementing
many of them. In fuct, it suggests that state
government would gain from having a more
consistent human resources management
philosophy across all three branches.

Summarizing this complex project and all of
the recommendations in "a few short pages is
difficult. Work was conducted" over many
months and involved the input of hundreds of
people, including state agency heads, manag
ers, supervisors, employees, legislators, union
representatives, and outside experts. A more
detailed report, Hwnan Resowr:es Manage
ment in Minnesota State Govenunent, is
available from the Department of Administra
tion, Management Analysis Division, 203
Administration Building, 50 Sherburne Ave.,
St. Paul 55155, telephone (612) 296-7041 or
from DOER at (612) 296-5438.
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"We need more flexibility and less control. "

"It takes too long to get employees hired. "

"The system is too bureaucratic and compli
cated. "

"There isn't a strong commitment to employee
development. "

These comments represent the feelings of
many people who are involved with the
state's human resources system. DOER
sought the opinions of more than 400 mana
gers, personnel directors, legislators, union
representatives, employees, and others during
its strategic planning process in 1991 and
1992. In focus groups, interviews, and sur
veys, respondents said over and over again
that the system needs improving now.

A common complaint was that the present
system is too complicated and slow. It can
sometimes take months to :fill a position, and
often applicants are no longer available when
the job offer is made. Out of frustration,
many managers and supeIVisors have resorted
to going around the system; in fact, about
three-quarters of all appointments are made
without using the test-based selection process.

Other concerns raised include:

• Salaries do not reflect the job market.

• The consequences for good or poor per
formance are applied inconsistently.

• Job expectations and evaluations do not
reflect customers' needs.

.• The job classification system does not
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BACKGROUND

accommodate technical skills and jobs,
and the process takes too long.

These weaknesses have had a significant
negative impact on the state's ability to pro
vide good service to its citizens.

Need for refonn

The people of Minnesota expect more from
their government, while at the same time, the
state is under severe budget constraints.
Balancing these forces is the challenge state
government now faces.

But it can be done through restructuring and
streamlining all areas of government. Doing
this with the human resources management
system is especially important because the
system directly affects the efficiency of all
state agencies.

The state now has a unique opportunity to
reform the human resources management
system to make it more efficient and respon
sive to change. The quality of government
services will suffer if the state ignores this
opportunity.

Joining forces

While DOER was hearing the pleas for
change, members of CORE were uncovering
similar frustrations with the human resources
system. They were hearing employees, man
agers, legislators, and others say the system
was too complex.
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Faced with the challenge of improving the
system, DOER and CORE joined forces to
launch the Human Resources Management
Project. Their objective was to explore ways
to build a system that is simple,
cost-effective, responsive to customers' needs,
and driven by agencies' missions.

Project organization

The Human Resources Management Project
was coordinated by a steerii1g committee of
CORE members. Four teams were estab
lished to examine the major components of
the human resources system. (Appendix A
lists the project participants.)

The teams included DOER employees,
CORE staff, and representatives ofother state
agencies, and had valuable consulting exper
tise donated by Arthur Andersen & Co. and
Hewitt Associates. The teams also were
guided by an advisory committee compose<i
of state agency managers and personnel
directors, union representatives, .applicant
advocates, and legislative staff.

The wide range of people participating in the
project meant that there would be different
opinions about the extent of the problem as
well as the right solutions. Despite these
differences, CORE is confident that these
recommendations respond to many of the
needs and concerns expressed by all stake
holder groups.

A new vision

The project began with the creation of a
vision of what the state's human resources
system should be (see Appendix B). The
vision is of a system that would:

• meet customers' needs

• be simple and user-friendly

• focus on outcomes and results

• anticipate and adapt to change

• reflect the diversity of the community

• base rewards on performance

• value employees

• build an effective statewide management
team

Need for a culture change

For the ideal human resources system to
succeed, the state needs to create a culture in
which change can flourish. This will require
new attitudes and practices from the people
involved with the human resources system. In
such a culture:

• state agencies act on clearly defined mis
sions, values, and visions;

• customer service and qUality outcomes are
priorities;

• long-range planning is practiced; and

• authority and accountability for managing
human resources are delegated to agen
cies.

With this kind of culture,the state would be
able to benefit from the changes being recom
mended for building the ideal human resourc
es management system.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Change never comes easily and usually
involves certain risks and consider
able effort. CORE believes, however,

that the benefits of improving the state's
human resources management system :far
outweigh any risks. CORE's recommenda
tions begin with systemwide structural Ie

fonns, then focus on each of the four main
components of the human resources manage
ment system.

Systemwide changes

Improving the four main components of the
human resources management system would
be difficult unless certain structural changes
are made first in the system. The four
systemwide recommendations that should be
implemented are:

1. Establish a human resources strategic
planning process thoJ includes all three
branches of government. This process
should bepart ofa comprehensive strate
gic plan for state government service and
delivery, and it should fonn the founda-"
lion for human resources planning in
each state agency. -

2. Resttucture the state's human resources
function through decentralization ofau
thorities and responsibilities to state agen
cies.

3. Reshape the state's organizational cul
tures and values by: clarifying mission,
vision, and values; conununicating the
new organizational values to employees;
training employees in the application of

the new values to their worlc behavior
and decision making; and recogni:dng
and reinforcing behavior based on the
desired cultural values.

4. Continue to develop a human resources
management in/onnotion system thoJ can
supporl the CORE rtfonn reconunenda
lions.

Hiring and deployment

The state uses an examination and scoring
system to ensure that it hires employees on
the basis of their job-related qualifications.
While this was intended to be the fairest way
to hire, it also is time-consuming and compli
cated. The hiring system also includes these
aspects:

• In 1990, roughly 150,<XX> job infonnation
calls were fielded, SO,<XX> applications
processed, 700 exams conducted, and
1O,<XX> vacancies filled.

• Employees can be appointed to positions
in more than two dozen ways.

• Three to 14 weeks can pass between the
decision to fill a vacancy and the final
appointment; the average appointment
takes 77 days. Applicants are often un
available by the time the job offer is
made.

• DOER tests and scores candidates using
written exams or experience and training
ratings but leaves the final choice to the
hiring agency.
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Need for reform

Two major weaknesses in the state's hiring
system were identified through discussions
with stakeholders: 1) managers and supetvi
sors often end up with applicants who do not
have the specific skills required for the job,
and 2) the hiring process takes too long.

Other weaknesses include:

• The hiring system is too bureaucratic and
difficult to understand.

• The examination and scoring system is
slow and complex; almost 75 percent of
all jobs are filled in ways that avoid this
process.

• Managers and supervisors need more
flexibility in how prospective employees
are recruited and assessed.

• Too much control rests with DOER, and
not enough authority and accountability
are delegated to state agencies.

• The state does a poor job of recruiting
applicants, especially from protected
groups.

• The state fails to maximize its current
human resources by not fully exploring
opportunities to redeploy employees who
fuce layoff.

Recommendations

CORE's hiring and deployment recommenda
tions are designed to establish a hiring and
deployment system that is fair, simple, and
efficient.

5. Establish systems to enhance and facili-

tate the flexible deployment of state em
ployees to quickly and efficiently satisfy
needs identiJied through work force
planningfor shon- and long-tenn temp0
rary assignments throughout the state.

6. Develop a centralized recndting ejfon to
obtain access to more protected-group
applicants and to help hiring managers
and supervisors recndtfor unique, high
level, or hard40-fiO. positions.

7. Make available a range of assessment
techniques to qualify and evaluate candi
dates.

8. Hire for specific jobs, not general job
classifications. Revise the current system
to encourage the conduct of the hiring
process on aposition-specific basis when
ever feasible. Focus on assessing candi
dates on the particular lawwledge, skiOs,
abilities, and experience related to the
specific position that the hiring authoriJy
is seeking to jiO..

9. Implement a data base of hiring-related
infonrwtion accessible to all agencies.

Benefits

These recommendations would create a dra
matic and positive shift in the way state
employees are hired. Agencies would be
better equipped to hire people who are most
qualified for the specific jobs and most able
to help accomplish the organization's mission.
Other benefits would also be realized:

• Agencies would be able to adapt to chang
es quicker because the hiring process
would be streamlined.

• Managers and supervisors would have a

T
I



wider range of recruiting and assessment
options to ensure that they are getting the
most qualified person for the job.

• The state would attract highly qualified
workers from all backgrounds.

• Productivity would increase through the
better fit of employees and positions.

• All those involved in the hiring process 
managers, supervisors, and applicants
alike - would have more and better
hiring-related information.

• The state would be able to measure how
appropriately it matches employees and
jobs.

• The state would minimize the effects of
downsizing and budget cuts by ensuring
the efficient deployment of current em
ployees.

Classification
and compensation

When hired, state employees are placed in a
particular category or classification that is
based on the responsibilities of their job. For
example, a person who is hired to perform
primarily clerical duties may be classified as
a Clerk 1, 2, or 3, depending on the level of
responsibility assigned to and the skills re
quired for the job. Each classification has a
designated salary, or compensation, range.

State government's classification and compen
sation systems will be especially difficult to
reform because they are so complex. Some
facts about the present systems include:
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• The state has more than 40,000 employees
in more than 100 agencies.

• There are more than 2,100 different job
classifications and about 200 salary rang
es.

• Each job is classified according to the
purpose and responsibilities of the position
and· the knowledge, skills, and abilities
required to perform the job.

• Classification is not a mandatory subject
of collective bargaining. Compensation is.

• The Hay system is used to evaluate posi
tions to determine the appropriate compen
sation for them.

Need for reform

Both the classification and the compensation·
systems have several weaknesses. The major
problem with the first is that it is too compli
cated, cumbersome, and difficult to under...
stand; with the second, pay and rewards are
not closely tied to performance.

Among other weaknesses are:

• The classification process is too slow, and
the specifications are out"'"Of-date and
inconsistent.

• There are more than twice as many job
classifications as necessary.

• The classification and compensation sys
tems are confusing and unconnected to
agencies' missions.

• The Hay system does not reflect all as-
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peets of a job, and it is not well under
stood by managers or employees.

• The job evaluation process does not take
into account market considerations.

• Salary progression is limited for some
managers and other high-level profession
als, and their salaries are unresponsive to
the market.

• The layoff process is complicated, and too
few alternatives to layoff, such as retrain
ing or redeployment, exist.

• The few existing incentive and reward
programs are ineffective.

Recommendations

In general, the classification and compensa
tion systems need to be consistent, clear, and
easy to understand. They should promote
employee growth and development and be
flexible to deal with the variety of positions in
state service.

A common feature of CORE's recommenda
tions for improving classification and com
pensation is the delegation of more authority
to agencies to evaluate, classify, and compen
sate jobs within a set of statewide guidelines.

The specific recommendations focus on job
evaluation, compensation, and classification:

10. Establish ajob evaluation strocture that
modiJies the current system to clearly
identify compensable factors and intr0
duce 11Ill1fcet considerations.

11. Develop compensation strategies that
integrate broad-banding, targetsalaries,

ski1/.- and knowledge-based pay, vari
able payprograms, and reward systems
to supporta move to flatter organization
stroctures, aOow greater job-lo-job
mobility, and encourage employee
development.

12. Develop a classification system that
organizes work within occupational
families and broad classifications,
defining within each family three levels
ofthe careerpath: entry/developmental,
full peifonnance, and senior/expert.

Benefits

A key benefit of these recommendations
would be that agency heads, managers,
supervisors, and others involved in human
resources management would have more
flexibility in classifying and compensating
employees in ways that are consistent with
agency missions. Also:

• The system would be simpler, :fairer, and
less bureaucratic.

• Compensable' fuctors would focus on
knowledge, skills, customer service, and
achieving the organization's mission,
instead of on longevity.

• Use of fewer distinctions in level, title,
and status would encourage teamwork.

• Pay opportunities would be linked to learn
ing new skills, taking on new tasks, and
improving customer service.

• Market data would be incorporated within
pay equity guidelines.

• Technical employees would be compensat-
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ed appropriately without having to move
to supelVisory positions.

• How jobs are valued would be clearly
communicated to employees and manag
ers.

• Employee development would be encour
aged and supported.

Performance management

The goal of perfonnance management is to
ensure that employees are perfonning to the
best of their ability to help the organization
achieve its mission and goals.

The executive branch ~ a perfonnance
appraisal process that was implemented in
1974 and last revised in 1979. While the
process may have been effective when it was
first established, it no longer meets the
organization's or the employee's needs.

The system focuses on an annual formal
evaluation of employees by their immediate
supeIVisor. Perfonnance ratings are deter
mined by the supervisor and summarized on
an appraisal form. Step salary increases are
granted or denied to employees covered by
union contracts on the basis of perfonnance.

Need for reform

Most state employees are hard-working and
dedicated, but the current perfonnance man
agement system does not help them continu
ously improve their efforts. Nor does it have
a key, component of effective perfonnance
management: It is not linked to customer
needs or the organization's mission and goals.
Other weaknesses' include:

• The consequences for good or poor per
fonnance are not applied consistently, and
the purposes ofperfonnance evaluation are
unclear and conflicting.

• The system does not support two-way
communication, se1f~uations, or evalu
ations by coworkers, subordinates, or
customers.

• Perfonnance management and employee
development are not high priorities of
many agencies.

• The focus is on only the individual's
perfonnance, not the organization's, the
work unit's, or the individual's as part of
a team.

Recommendation

13. Replace the present employee peifor
mance'appraisal process with a peifor
mance managementmodelbui1taround
customer needs and designed to im
prove organizational, work unit, and
individual employee peifonnance.

It is time to recognize that employees are a
valuable resource in state 'government and to
provide managers and employees with a
better system for managing organizational and
individual perfonnance.

CORE recommends replacing the present
employee perfonnance appraisalprocess with
a perfonnance management process that is
designed to provide agency heads, managers,
and employees with the tools they need to
consistently meetcustomers' needs and focus
es attention on continuous quality improve
ment (see Figure 1).
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Developing
Performance

Solving Performance
Problems

Defining Perfonnance

Clarifying & Redefining
Performance

Reviewing Performance

Rewarding
Performance

\.
fA

Communicating &
Confronting the
Performance Gap

Figure 1. General Model of Peifonnance Management

The components of this recommended system
are:

the outcomes achieved rather than on
overall ratings.

• Work plans. Employees and supervisors
would jointly develop and update employ
ee work plans that would.describe specific
responsibilities and the results that are
expected during a given period. These
plans would supplement the more
permanent position description.

• Outcome-based peiformance measures.
The process would identify ways for em
ployees to improve their performance and
develop their skills. The emphasis would
be on the details of job performance and

.• Info111U1l, ongoing communication. Com
munication would be ongoing and would
also involve customers and coworkers,
instead ofcoming only from the top down.

• Developmentplans. Plans would be devel
oped to help employees and work teams
attain the skills and knowledge they need
to excel in their jobs.

• Pttformance correction. Performance
problems identified by this performance
management process would be addressed



initially through infonnal problem solving
and coaching. If the problems continued
after each cause had been addressed, the
supeIVisor would then begin a fonnal
process of more frequent performance
review and documentation, progressive
discipline if necessary, and eventual dis
charge if required.

• Rewards and recognition. Under this
model, good performance would be re
warded not only through salary increases
but also through the creative and consistent
use of noncash rewards and recognition.

Benefits

The key benefit of a performance manage
ment system is a sharper focus on achieving
organizational. goals and meeting customer
needs for organizations, work units, and
individuals, along with consistent rewards for
meeting those goals and needs. Other benefits
include:

• Achieving organizational. goals and meet
ing customer needs are higher priorities;
employees are rewarded for meeting goals
and needs.

• Employees and supervisors communicate
better about performance, and they are
able to work together better to enhance
individual employee and team performance
and responsibility.

• Work assignments and expectations are
better documented.

• Appropriate training is identified and
provided to help improve employee effi
ciency and effectiveness.

• Performance problems are identified and
resolved earlier.
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Training and development

DOER offers a variety of training statewide,
with courses 1'3Ilging from managerial and
supervisory skills to effective writing and
time management. It also conducts training
that is legally mandated, such as sexual ha
rassment prevention. Many agencies, howev
er, have developed their own extensive train
ing programs. DOER is charged with approv
ing agency training plans and all managerial
and supervisory training.

Need for reform

The state's scarce training resources are being.
used in an unfocused manner, which is waste
ful and results in activities that are not in line
with customer needs and agency goals. Other
problems with the current system include:

• Training is not seen as a legitimate budget
expenditure; skimping on it results in
reduced productivity and customer needs
not being met.

• Training efforts are often duplicated be
cause there is little coordination or sharing
among agencies and no central repository
of information on training resources.

• The training needs 'of employees and
agencies are rarely assessed.

• Training outcomes are not measured.

• Little is done to address employee devel
opment.

• Retraining is not used to reduce layoffs.

• Many managers and supervisors are inade
quately prepared and would need im
proved skills to be effective in the new
management systems. recommended by
CORE.
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Recommendations

Training and development are the keys to
preparing the work force for the future. With
proper training and development, state em
ployees would be better equipped to adapt to
new systems recommended by CORE and to
provide excellent service to Minnesotans. To
achieve this, CORE recommends the follow
ing:

14. link training and development deci
sions to organizationalgoals, objectives,
and performance, using
perfonnance-bosed budgeting, perfor
mancemanagement, andcompensation
to reiJiforce the 1ink.

15. Refocus the state's centralized training
function on coordinating, facilitating,
andtracking, rather than on delivering,
training.

16. Establish mechanisms and interagency,
interorganizational relationships to
nuiximize training resources andfacili
tate cooperatibn and the sharing of
employee learning opportunities.

17. Redefine career development as em
ployee development to emphasize pro
fessionalgrowth ratherthanpromotion.
Improve employee access to training
anddevelopmentoptionsandopportuni
ties.

18. Respond to the foOowing specific needs
that were expressed by stakeholders:

• retraining
• managerial skills

• technology skills

• customer service skills

• knowledge ofquality improvement
principles and tools

• employee orientation

• trainingfor changes resultingfrom
CORE

Benefits

The recommended changes would result in
training that is directly connected to achieving
specific outcomes that would help each agen
cy realize its mission. Other important bene
fits are:

• Employees \yould have a clearer under
standing of their roles in and the tools they
would need for achieving the goals of the
organization.

• More coordination of training would occur
across agencies, thereby reducing duplica
tion of efforts and stretching resources
farther.

• Agencies would be able to choose from a
wide range of training options.

• Employees would have more opportunities
to develop skills in their current positions
and take on new challenges through mo
bility assignments.

• Employee morale and productivity would
improve.

• Managers and supervisors would have the
skills to effectively use the new manage
ment systems recommended by CORE.

• Retraining would reduce the costs of
layoffs.



Creating consistency

The three branches of state government 
executive, legislative, and judicial - vary in
size, function, and structure, and they have
separate human resources systems. While
these systems are responsive to their respec
tive branch and its purposes, they are also
duplicative and often lead to inequities in pay
and opportunities for promotion and move
ment. As one employer, the state should
maintain high standards of equity, fairness,
and consistency for its work force across all
branches while recognizing the unique needs
of each branch.

Recommendations

19. Because the state is one employer, the
three branches of government should
increase equity and consistency in their
humanresourcesmanagementpractices
by:
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to facilitate employee deployment
and enable cross-branch compari
son. The classification model
recommended by CORE is broad
enough to accommodate the di
verse needs of each branch while
aBowing for statewide consistency
and comparison.

20. During the implementation of any re
commendations for the executive
branch, the changes should be dis
cussed with the other two branches to
keep them infonned and to foster con
sistency where needed. Adoption of a
single human resources management
system is possible if an branches see
that the new system is more .flexible,
easily administered, and successfully
meets the needs ofan users.

•

•

•

•

Having one policy governing affir
mative action, equal employment
opporlunity, and sexual harass
ment to ensure that each branch is
equally accountable for its actions.

Mandating pay equity for an
branches to ensure that Positions
that are valued equaBy by the
employer receive equitable pay.

Using a common job evaluation
system for an three branches to
aBow the state to monitor and
compare employee compensation
across an three branches.

Adopting one classification system



T he CORE recommendations provide
a framework for improving state
government's human resources man

agement system. Moving toward this im
proved system would require careful planning
and implementation.

These recommendations would need to be
implemented in one of three ways:

• through administrative policies and proce
dures

• through collective bargaining

• through legislation

Recommendations that could be implemented
through administrative means could be initiat
ed immediately. Those that would require
changes in collective bargaining agreements
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IMPLEMENTATION

or legislation would be implemented over a
longer period. Some of the recommendations
would be impossible to implement throughout
the state in a single step. Pilot projects should
be established to test new programs and
implement major changes cautiously and
smoothly.

During the next year, DOER will develop a
detailed ti.meline that will include specific
immediate, short-tenn, and long-tenn action
steps to be taken to fully implement the
recommendations. This plan will also identify
the necessary financial and human resources.

Full implementation of the recommendations
would likely take 10 years. By then, we will
be well into the twenty-first century. CORE
is confident that, if fully implemented, the
new human resources management system
would enable state government to meet the
challenges of the year 2000 and.beyond.
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APPENDIX A

CORE Human Resources Project Participants

HUMAN RFSOURCES STEERING COMMITTEE

Connie Weinman, Chair, National City Bank
Marcia Appel, Association of Area Business Publications

Dana Badgerow, Department of Administration
Linda Barton, Department of Employee Relations

Gary Denault, Middle Management Association
Geraldine Evans, Community College System

Beck Horton, Juno Fnterprises, Inc.
Ernest Lindstrom, attorney at law
Patsy Randell, Governor's Office

Arend Sandbulte, et officio, Minnesota Power

PROJECf TEAMS

Project Coordinators

Lou Clark, DOER. (through May 1992)
Larry Simmons, CORE

Jan Wiessner, DOER.

Hiring and Deployment Team

Martha Larson, Arthur Andersen & Co., Team Leader
Martin Jokkinen, Arthur Andersen & Co.

John Kuderka, DOER.
Elizabeth Mairs, CORE

Melanie Martz, Arthur Andersen & Co.
Gary Miller, CORE

Diane Pariana, DOER.
Kimberly Stuart, CORE
Cindy Valentine, DOER.

Jeff Verdoorn, Arthur Andersen & Co.
Julie V1kmanis, DOER.

Classification and Compensation Team

Susan Ager, CORE, Team Leader
Nan Dahms, DOER.

John Kuderka, DOER.
Jim Lee, DOER.

Wayne Veum, DOER.
Monte Young, CORE
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Perfonnance Management Team

Roger Miller, DOER, Team Leader
Judith Coggins, DOER
Michael Goar, DOER

Karen Hanson, Department of Administration
Janet Jungclaus, Department of Transportation

Liz Koncker, DOER
Jo Angela Maniaci, Minnesota Planning

Nancy McClure, DOER
James Reierson, Department of Transportation

Larry Simmons, CORE
Mary Skarda, DOER

Lynelle Wood, Department of Human Services

Training and Development Team

EImlbeth Mairs, CORE, Team Leader
Joan Benedict, Department of Public Safety

Marilyn Buckingham, Inver Hills Community College
Jim Caddy, Department of Revenue

Greta Hartman, DOER
Gary Miller, CORE

Mary Yolk, Department of Revenue
Becky Wodziak, DOER

Legislative and Judicial Branches Report

Kimberly Stuart, CORE
Monte Young, CORE

ADVISORY COMMITI'EE

Debra Bean-Johnson, Minnesota House of Representatives
Pete Benner, American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees

Aviva Breen, Commission on the Economic Status of Women
Ed Cohoon, Department of Transportation

Lester Collins, Council on Black Minnesotans
Dr. Albert DeLeon, Council on Asian Pacific Minnesotans

Gary Denault, Middle Management Association
Claudia Dieter, Minnesota Government :Engineers Council

Janet :Entzel, Department of Corrections
Shirley Flekke, Department of Corrections

Roger Head, Indian Affairs Council
Clell Hemphill, Minnesota Council on Disability

Greg Hubinger, Legislative Commission on Employee Relations
Robert Idso, State Residential Schools Educators Association

Hon. Gerald Knickerbocker, Minnesota Senate
Linda Kohl, Minnesota Planning
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John Lally, Department of Revenue
Linda Lange, Minnesota Nurses Association

Marlene Marschall, Department of Health
George McConnick, Minnesota Senate Research

Robin PdnLener, Minnesota Association of Professional Employees
Hon. Pat Pariseau, Minnesota Senate

Hon. Leo J. Reding, Minnesota House of Representatives
Tun Shanley, Bureau of Criminal Apprehension Agents Association

Mark Shepard, Minnesota House Research
John Staum, Department of Veterans' Affairs

M. Bridget Stroud, Department of Human Setvices
Hon. Gene Waldorf, Minnesota Senate

Martha Watson, Department of Transportation
Eduardo Wolle, Spanish Speaking Affairs Council

Joyce Wcxxl, State University System
Lynelle Wcxxl, Department of Human Setvices

ADMINISTRATIVE AND EXTERNAL PARTICIPANIS

Ross Azevedo, University of Minnesota
Susan Butler, Arthur Andersen & Co.

Janet Fiola, Medtronic, Inc.
Roy Garza, DOER

Edward L. Gubman, Hewitt Associates
Milja Hanson, Department of Administration

Randy Hendricks, Arthur Andersen & Co.
Linda Hennum, CORE

Larry Heyer, 3M Co.
Jane A. Kelley, Hewitt Associates

Robert Knoch, Piper Jaffiay & Hopwcxxl, Inc.
Kenneth W. Lindberg, Hewitt Associates

John O'Connell, Aubrey Daniels and Associates
John Persico, Jr., Process Management International

Peter Price, Cargill Inc.
John Stieger, DOER

Richard Swanson, University of Minnesota
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APPENDIXB

STATE OF MINNEsOTA
COMMISSION ON REFORM AND EFFICIENCY

203 Administration Building, SO Sherburne Ave., St. Paul MN 55155
(612) 297-1090 Fax (612) 297-1117

VISION FOR THE STATE'S
HUMAN RESOURCES SYSTEM

The following set of principles will be reflected in the creation and operation of the state~ human
resources system. This ideal system relates to both those functions which manage and motivate state
employees and to the overall work environment The ideal system reflects a constructive labor
management partnership. In order to succeed, this vision must be embraced by state employees and
policy makers at all levels. All employees should be empowered, responsible and accountable for
promoting these principles.

Outcome-Based Human Resources·System
The HR system will support the goals of state government and the provision of effective state
services to the public. The focus of the system will be on achieving results, rather than following
procedures.

Customer-Oriented
The HR system will be driven by the needs of its primary customers, while considering the interests
of other stakeholders. HR professionals will understand their roles and responsibilities, and how to
help their customers fulfill the missions of their organizations.

Simple, User-Friendly
The HR system will be accessible, fleXIble, easy to use, consistent and fair, and at the same time
require a minimum of time and expense. The system will respond quickly and with fleXIbility to the
needs of stakeholders. Processes will be streamlined The HR function will be viewed as a facilitator
rather than a controller.

Strategic, Proactive, Change-Based Human Resources Function
The HR system will search out and adapt to changes in both the internal and external environments.
Mechanisms will be in place to gather and analyze relevant information. The system and the culture
will be fleXIble to respond to the future needs of its customers. In addressing these changes, the HR
system will strive to obtain a balance between the competing needs of its various customers and
stakeholders and, with these groups, develop partnerships for change.

Reflects the Community and Maximizes Opportunity
The HR system will seek, reward and value work force diversity. Real opportunity and access will
exist for all individuals at all levels of employment



Perfonnance-Based Management Systems
The HR system will focus on recognizing empl~ees for the outcomes of their work, rather than for
the activities which they pursue. Recognition, promotion and compensation will reflect the proven
ability of the individual or team to produce results.

Quality Employer that Values Employees
The HR system, recognizing that empl~eesare a critical resource, will respect their needs as
individuals, value their dignity, acknowledge their contributions, treat them consistently, support a
healthy work environment and foster a constructive labor-management partnership. Empl~ees will
take pride in working for the state. The public will understand and value the role of the state
empl~ee and the state as an employer.

Creative Optimal Work Force Deployment .'
The HR system will facilitate the selection, development and retention of well-qualified employees
and provide them with the skills, responsibility and authority to deliver services. Workers will be
depl~edin a manner that is personally rewarding and accomplishes the mission of the organization
Individual skills will be fully utilized and accessible to agencies across the state. The system will
encourage the development of flexible work schemes to accommodate the needs of a diverse work
force.

Increased Effectiveness of Statewide Management Team
The HR system will acknowledge the important roles played by managers, and provide them with
the skills and infonnation required to do their jobs. It will promote an atmosphere which is
conducive to change and risk taking and which rewards outcomes of these behaviors. Elected officials
and state managers will share a commitment to common values and principles for the state overall.

July 1, 1992
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